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Hannah Lewis Smith and Heidi Sian Smith

Main Gallery

15 September to 20 October

Two Journeys
 

This exhibition brings together two artists: Hannah Lewis Davies and Heidi Smith, who each explore the
notion of ‘journeys’ within their work. The notion that a journey is an ephemeral act is a shared theme for
both artists but each responds to this mutual theme from differing perspectives. Heidi Smith's work focuses
on the documentation and mapping of journeys on land and sea and Hannah Davies takes the viewer on a
journey into intriguing imaginary worlds inspired by fleeting childhood memories.

 

Heidi Smith

I am interested in patterns, particularly lines created by travelling and mapping journeys. I have used GPS
on a mobile phone, together with the internet to collect data and track journeys I have made at sea and
around Carmarthen town. I use this information to transfer on to media associated with traditional map-
making methods. My concept involves processes which I have explored primarily through print, using
acetates, layering, pin and thread. Each group of images is a visual representation of individual journeys,
predominantly along the Towy estuary, out to sea and back. As a collection, they illustrate the concept of a
universal notion that we are all on a continuous journey.

Passing Gust Bearings Convoy

 

Hannah Lewis Davies

The act of escapism is a journey into an invented place which only exists in one's own imagination. I am
continually fascinated by the ability I had as a child to disengage with reality and conjure up imaginary
worlds which only existed to me. Focusing largely on the idea of retreating from the mundane reality of life
and journeying into imaginary worlds, I set out to create paintings which are full of wonder, are unrestricted
by logic, and offer endless possibilities. I aim to entice the viewer to step outside of mere reality and to
embark momentarily on a curious adventure into these imaginary spaces.
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Lace and Paper Flowers The Deep End Lake House

 

Heidi's full CV can be seen, as can Hannah's CV.

A full illustrated catalogue showing sizes and prices is available to view.
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